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AI

machine learningreasoning

facts, rules and 
knowledge

structured data vision         language

multi agents networks

neural networks

deep learning



the AI toolbox is everywhere …

home car citymobility work



… and in every market

transportation health manufacturing finance insurance

retail

media and content

tourism

legal education government defense and security

agriculture utilities construction



blockchain
IOT

5G & M2M
quantum 

computing

IA

IA is the glue linking most technologies

cloudmobility

clean techs

health techs



deep learning and vision

faces fingerprints activities medical imaging

product searchesvisual inspection generationremote sensing



Colorful Image Colorization, Zhang, Isola & Efros, 2016
Google Photos, mai 2018

real-time 
activities 
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deep learning and langage processing

speech recognition chatbotvocal agent translation

data extractionlegal search 
engines

automatic 
summary

sentiment analysis

text to speech

robot-journalism





multi-modal AIs
≠ types of data
image/video + text => content description

video + audio => better speech recognition

color + depth => object recognition + navigation

Looking to Listen at the Cocktail Party Speaker-Independent Audio-Visual Model for Speech Separation 2018 





towards AI commoditization

image analysis with Microsoft 
Azure Machine Learning in Excel

data machine learning 
in GoogleDocs



predictions
decisions

sensors

memory

training

IoT 
short vs long loops



“The AI (chipsets) market
is expected to grow 

from $7B in 2018 to $59B by 
2025 at a CAGR of 35,5%”

Business Wire, 2018



the AI chipsets race is on!
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Kirin 970 / 980

NPU 10/7 nm

3x3 matrix multipliers

2-4 Tops/s

in Huawei Mate 10, Pmate 20 
et Honor 10 (K970)

smartphones AI chipsets

A11, A12
Neural engine 10/7 nm

5 Tops/s

in  iPhone XS, XS Max, XR, 
8, X



some AI hardware challenges

energy footprint
=> FD-SOI, 10 nm

memory speed 
=> HMB2, memristors

self-training 
=> spiking neurons

training & inferences 
=> tensor units

processing speed 
=> photonics, quantum



framework DL/ML

uberframework 
DL/ML

neural network 
frameworks

CPU and GPU 
frameworks

GPU and CPU

programming 
language software 

platforms 
battles



exponential problems

combinatory optimizations
routing, placements, maps, finance

molecular simulations
materials and biology

factorization
large integer numbers

artificial intelligence
machine learning and deep learning



quantum computers architectures
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supraconducting 
loops

topological 
qubits

diamond 
vacancies

siliciun 
quantum dots

trapped 
ions

linear 
optics



2007 
« Calypso »
4 qubits

2008 
« Europa »
16 qubits

2009 
« Leda »
28 qubits

2012 D-Wave One 
« Rainier »
128 qubits

2014 D-Wave Two
« Vesuvius »
512 qubits

2016 D-Wave 2X 
« Washington »
1152 qubits

2017 D-Wave 2000Q 
« Whistler »
2048 qubits

2019 D-Wave
5000 qubits

2007 20172012 2014 201620092008 2019



first quantum computing markets

transports and logistics
travel optimization
fleet management

healthcare
molecular simulation

drug discovery
radiotherapy optimization

finance
portefolio optimization

risk assessment
security

defense and intelligence
cryptography

machine learning

enery and chemistry
exploration

batteries and materials



European Flagship
Quantum Technologies

quantum computers quantum simulators

quantum telecoms / cryptography quantum sensing

AQTIONMicroQC PASQuanS SQUARE

QRANGE MetaboliQs iqClock



quantum computing WW startups
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quantum keys QKD / BB84
protects symetric keys with 

optical link (fiber or sat)

post-quantum cryptography
public key cryptography 

resisting to quantum algorithms



what  Europe  needs

moonshot projects

continous long term bets

and after R&D…

product management skills

target volume markets

international collaboration 
from R&D to business

platform creation skills



thank you!


